
 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Children will be able to: 

Speaking and 
listening 

Build vocabulary 
Articulate and justify answers 
Use spoken language: speculating, hypothesising, imagining and 
exploring ideas 
Speak audibly and fluently 
Participate in discussions, presentations, performances, role play, 
improvisations and debates 
 

Reading Use dictionaries to check the meaning of words 
Identify themes and conventions 
Check text makes sense 
Draw inferences (characters’ feelings, thoughts and motives); justify 
with evidence 
Predict from details stated and implied 
Identify main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph and 
summarise 
Participate in discussion about books 
 

Writing Expand noun phrases by the addition of modifying adjectives, nouns 
and prepositional phrases 
Choose nouns or pronouns appropriately for clarity and cohesion and 
to avoid repetition 
Use and punctuate direct speech 
Use commas after fronted adverbials 
 

Spelling As well as revising and consolidating previous grapheme-phoneme 
correspondences (GPCs) taught in KS1 and spellings taught in Y3, 
Pupils in Y4 will/Will be able to: 
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When the Giant stirred by Celia Godkin 

Vocabulary development: 

 

 

 

vermillion                        erode 

spouting                          colonise 

phenomenon                   waterbourne  

tranquillity                       wind-dispersal 

(in)hospitable                    fauna 

(un)inhabited                     species 

belched                             crater 

cinders                              tidal wave 

navigate                             migrate 

isolated                              thatched 



Be able to spell words ending in suffix –ous, ious and –eous      (eg    
jealous, serious and hideous) 
Be able to spell words with the endings –tion, -sion, -ssion, -cian (eg. 
injection, expression, expansion and musician and common 
exceptions eg. attention) 
Be able to spell words with letters ‘ch’ for ‘k’ (eg. chemist, scheme) 
Be able to spell words with French origin with ‘ch’ for ‘sh’ (eg. chef 
and machine) 
Be able to spell words with -gue and –que ending (eg. league and 
antique) 
Be able to spell words with ‘sc’ (eg. science, discipline and crescent) 
Be able to choose/ spell words with letters ‘ei’, ‘eigh’ and ‘ey’ (eg. 
vein, eight, weigh and obey) 
Be able to spell and use words with the possessive apostrophe for 
plural words (eg. girls’, boys’, children’s) 
Be able to use and spell correct homophones/ near homophones (eg 
accept/except and affect/effect)                
 

Handwriting 
 

By the end of the year pupils will/Will be able to: 
Use diagonal and horizontal strokes that are needed to join letters 
and understand which letters are best left unjoined. 
Increase the legibility, consistency and quality of their handwriting 
ensuring that downstrokes are parallel and equidistant and that 
ascenders and descenders do not touch                                                                                                                                 

Writing 
Outcome 

Fiction: adventure story from point of view of the boy 
Greater Depth - Write from the point of view of the God 
 

 




